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In order to reclaim the power his northern clan once held, Toka Bergat has attacked Sereg

Knight Base. Zen is ready to fight back, but Toka is clearly out for blood and the prince’s head!

Meanwhile, Kiki and Obi have saved Tsuruba from certain doom, and all three are racing back

to the base!

About the AuthorSorata Akiduki was born on March 21 and is an accomplished shojo manga

author. She made her debut in January 2002 with a one-shot titled “Utopia.” Her previous works

include Vahlia no Hanamuko (Vahlia’s Bridegroom), Seishun Kouryakubon (Youth Strategy

Guide), and Natsu Yasumi Zero Zero Nichime (00 Days of Summer Vacation). Snow White with

the Red Hair began serialization in August 2006 in LaLa DX in Japan and has since moved to

LaLa. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Vampire D, “Love it!. My 15-year old's review: "Love it! As with the previous volumes, this

volume does not contain any one-shots, it is just Snow White with the Red Hair. I adore the art,

it seems that Sorata's skills improve every volume! I enjoyed it so much, and can't wait for the

next one!"”

shops2much, “THIS IS THE BEST SERIES!. I absolutely love this series I totally suggest it! My

book came with a bit of binding damage though so I was slightly bumbed how ever with all the

manga shortages I won't complain to hard atleast I got the book! :) it's a great read!”

bbnutts(TN USA), “Loving The Series!!!. I’m Happy reading the series of Snow White with the

Red Hair!  Can’t wait for the next issues.  I’m a very Happy Camper :-) !!!”

Jake, “Love the manga.. Wonderfully drawn and accurate to the manga can't wait for the next

one.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good as always. I started reading online a long time ago and I am still

refreshed by such good translations. Super happy to keep reading and supporting one of my

favorite stories.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 58 people have provided feedback.
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